SINGLE TITLES

Watership Down / Richard Adams  F ADAM  
The Fantastical adventures of the invisible boy / Lloyd Alexander  F ALEX  
The princess bride / William Goldman  F GOLD  
Small as an elephant / Jennifer Richard Jacobson  F JACO  
Ransomwood / Sherryl Jordan  F JORD  
The phantom tollbooth / Norton Juster  F JUST  
Ever / Gail Carson Levine  F LEVI  
Itch / Simon Mayo  F MAYO  
Murder at Mykenai / Catherine Mayo  F MAYO  
The Bow / Catherine Mayo  F MAYO  
Urgle / Meaghan McIsaac  F MCIS  
The ruby tallisman / Belinda Murrell  F MURR  
When we were two / Robert Newton  F NEWT  
Hitler's angel / William Osborne  F OSBO  
Sun catcher / Sheila Rance  F RANC  
The Blood guard / Carter Roy  F ROY  
Holes / Louis Sachar  F SACH  
Meanwhile / Katherine Shiloh  F SHIG  
Endymion Spring / Peter S. Beagle  F BEAG  
The Adventures of Nanny Piggins / R. A. Spratt  F SPRAT  
The Emerald atlas / John Stephens  F STEP  
The last wild / Piers Torday  F TORD  
The Sky so heavy / Claire Zorn  F ZORN  

SERIES

Grimsdon / Deborah Abela  F ABEL  
The Traitors / Tom Becker  F BECK  
Ruby Redfort / Lauren Child  F CHIL  
The Outcasts / John Flanagan  F FLAN  
Escape from Wolfhaven Castle / Kate Forsyth  F FORS  

Tunnels / Roderick Gordon, Brian Williams  F GORD  
Circle of fire / S. M. Hall  F HALL  
Stormbreaker / Anthony Horowitz  F HORO  
A very singular guild / Catherine Jinks  F JINK  
The Akhenaten adventure / P. B. Kerr  F KERR  
The Chronicles of Narnia / C. S. Lewis  F LEWI  
Arrival / Chris Morphew  F MORP  
Sky raiders / Brandon Mull  F MULL  
The Ivory rose / Belinda Murrell  F MURR  
Pegasus and the flame / Kate O’Hearn  F OHEA  
Percy Jackson and the lightning thief / Rick Riordan  F RIOR  
The Golden door / Emily Rodda  F RODD  
Deadweather & sunrise / Geoff Rodkey  F RODK  
Rooftoppers / Katherine Rundell  F RUND  
Race to the end of the world / A.L. Tait  F TAIT  
The museum of thieves / Lian Tanner  F TANN  
H.I.V.E : Higher Institute for Villainous Education / Mark Walden  F WALD  

SERIES

Fullmetal Alchemist / Hiromu Arakawa  GN ARAK  
The Iron trial / Holly Black & Cassandra Clare  F BLAC  
Soft targets / Harry Edge  F EDGE  
Stoneheart / Charlie Fletcher  F FLET  
Invisible city / M. G. Harris  F HARR  
I am number four / Pittacus Lore  F LORE  
The Young elites / Marie Lu  F LU  
The Killables / Gemma Malley  F MALL  
Operation red Jericho / Joshua Mowll  F MOWL  
The Recruit / Robert Muchamore  F MUCH  
Henderson's boys / Robert Muchamore  F MUCH  
The Angel experiment / James Patterson  F PATT  
Maximum ride / James Patterson  F PATT  
Northern lights / Philip Pullman  F PULL  
The Red pyramid / Rick Riordan  F RIOR  
The Lost hero / Rick Riordan  F RIOR  
Take back the skies / Lucy Saxon  F SAXO  
The Alchemyst / Michael Scott  F SCOT  
The Mysterious Benedict Society / Trenton Lee Stewart  F STEW  
Assassin's apprentice / S. R. Vaught  F VAUG
SINGLE TITLES
The Count of Monte Cristo / Alexandre Dumas
F DUMA
King Solomon’s mines / H. Rider Haggard  F HAGG
Wanderlove / Kirsten Hubbard  F HUBB
The 100-year-old man who climbed out of the
window and disappeared / Jonas Jonasson
SF JONA
The girl who saved the King of Sweden / Jonas
Jonasson  F JONA
The Unlikely pilgrimage of Harold Fry / Rachel
Joyce  F JOYC
Hostage three / Nick Lake  SF LAKE
Moby Dick / Herman Melville  F MELV
The extraordinary journey of the fakir who got
trapped in an Ikea wardrobe / Romain Puertolas
F PUER
The four legendary kingdoms / Matthew Reilly
F REIL
Ice station / Matthew Reilly  SF REIL
The underground railroad / Colson Whitehead
F WHIT

SERIES
Graceling / Kristin Cashore  SF CASH
Are you Alice? / Ikumi Kataqiri GN SF KATA
The Bourne Identity / Robert Ludlum  F LUDL
The Peculiars / Maureen Doyle McQuerry  F MCQU
State of wonder / Ann Patchett  F PATC

Search tips
Look for these stickers on the spines of the books:

Using the Subject Search tab in the Library
Catalogue, search for:
- Adventure fiction